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1. Which two options describe information that is included in the VXLAN VNID to identify forwarding information between the ingress nodes? (Choose two)
   A. APIC that set the VXLAN VNID.
   B. Egress node that set the VXLAN VNID.
   C. VRF context to which the packet belongs.
   D. EPG from which the frame is sourced and the bridge domain to which this packet is forwarded.
   E. List of spine and leaf nodes through which the packet flow.
   Answer: C, D

2. During ACI fabric initialization, both spine and leaf nodes request which configurations from the APIC cluster?
   A. boot files and fabric name
   B. tunnel endpoint addresses and boot files
   C. tunnel endpoint addresses and fabric name
   D. appliance vector and DHCP address
   Answer: C

3. Which routing protocols are supported in the ACI fabric for layer 3 connectivity external to the fabric?
   A. IBGP and IS-IS
   B. IBGP and OSPFv2
   C. OSPFv2 and EIGRP
   D. RIP and OSPFv2
   Answer: B

4. What is required to deploy a VLAN pool on any leaf switch?
   A. An attachable entity profile
   B. An application network profile
   C. An endpoint group
   D. A virtual routing and forwarding instance
   Answer: A
   Explanation: An AEP is required to deploy any VLAN pools on the leaf switches. It is possible to reuse the encapsulation pools (for example, VLAN) across different leaf switches. An AEP implicitly provides the scope of the VLAN pool (associated to the domain) to the physical infrastructure.

5. To which layer of the OSI model would the ACI concepts of policy, AEP, and physical and VMM domains?
   A. Physical
   B. Data link
   C. Network
   D. Transport
   E. Presentation
   F. Application
   G. session
   Answer: B
   Explanation: An override policy at AEP can be used to specify a different physical interface policy for a VMM domain. This policy is useful in scenarios where a hypervisor is connected to the leaf switch through an intermediate Layer 2 node, and a different policy is desired at the leaf switch and hypervisor physical ports. For example, you can configure LACP between a leaf switch and a Layer 2 node. At the same time, you can disable LACP between the hypervisor and the Layer 2
switch by disabling LACP under the AEP override policy. The layer 2 is Data link layer


6. Which in an ACI fabric can configure vPCs?
A. Tenant administrator
B. Server administrator
C. Network administrator
D. Infrastructure administrator
Answer: D
Explanation:
In ACI, the logic to define a virtual Port-Channel is as follows:

. The infrastructure administrator creates the VPC domain from the "Access Policies" as "protection" policy (i.e. which "nodes" are part of a vPC domain)
. The infrastructure administrator defines the "Access Policy Group" "Bundle Interfaces" where one creates the specific vPC channel-group configuration
. The interface policy defines a list of interfaces that are associated with the vPC channel-group but it doesn’t specify which leafs this is associated with
. The switch policy defines a list of "nodes" nodes whose interfaces selected by the interface policy are defined as part of the vPC

7. Where in the APIC GUI are device packages imported?
A. Fabric > Access Politic
B. VM Networking > Policies
C. L4-L7 Services > Inventory
D. L4-L7 Services>Packages
Answer: D

8. Which two configurations must be used when configuring the ACI fabric for OSPF?(Choose two).
A. There must be one OSPFv2adjacency per tenant.
B. The ACI fabric must be configured in Area 0.
C. The ACI fabric must be configured as a stub network.
D. The ACI fabric must be configured as a transit network.
E. The OSPF timers for the fabric must match the private network.
Answer: C,E
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